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a b s t r a c t
Conventional wisdom suggests that a global increase in monetary rewards should induce
agents to exert higher effort. In this paper we demonstrate that this may not hold in team
settings. In the context of sequential team production with positive externalities between
agents, incentive reversal might occur, i.e., an increase in monetary rewards (either because
bonuses increase or effort costs decrease) may induce agents that are fully rational, selfcentered money maximizers to exert lower effort in the completion of a joint task. Incentive
reversal happens when increasing one agent’s individual rewards alters her best-response
function and, as a result, removes other agents’ incentives to exert effort as their contributions are no longer required to incentivize the ﬁrst agent. Herein we discuss this seemingly
paradoxical phenomenon and report on two experiments that provide supportive evidence.
© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Most economists would presumably agree to the statement that, basically, economics is all about incentives.1 The statement is regularly understood to be about monetary payments, in the sense that high monetary rewards equal strong
incentives, and vice versa. This simpliﬁcation applies to many economic situations. However, it does not necessarily apply
to environments in which individuals interact in groups and their individual rewards are affected by others’ actions, e.g., in
team production settings. In the context of sequential team production, incentive reversal might occur – in particular for

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +972 086472306; fax: +972 086472941.
E-mail addresses: eklor@mscc.huji.ac.il (E.F. Klor), kube@uni-bonn.de (S. Kube), mseyal@mscc.huji.ac.il (E. Winter), zultan@bgu.ac.il (R. Zultan).
1
A statement which, for example, has been made by Aumann (2006) in his Nobel prize lecture in 2005. Aumann recounted the following story about
Jim Tobin: “The discussion was freewheeling, and one question that came up was: Can one sum up economics in one word? Tobin’s answer was ‘yes’; the
word is incentives” (p. 351).
0167-2681/$ – see front matter © 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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rational individuals whose main objective is the maximization of their own monetary income. In this paper, we illustrate
under which circumstances this might happen and report corresponding experimental results.
Following Winter (2009), who introduced the theoretical foundations for incentive reversal, we consider simple strategic
environments involving team production with moral hazard. In this context, incentive reversal refers to situations in which
an increase of promised rewards to all team members results in fewer agents exerting effort. Incentive reversal is caused by
the existence of externalities among peers that arise from the team’s production technology, and builds on two properties
that are descriptive of many team environments: (i) some agents have internal information about the effort level of others
(which requires a certain extent of sequencing in the production process) and (ii) agents’ efforts are complements in the
team’s production technology. Given these assumptions, the line of reasoning behind incentive reversal is straightforward.
Since the underlying production technology involves complementarity in terms of team members’ efforts, moderate rewards
can generate an implicit threat against shirking, in the sense that agent i chooses to exert effort only if his peer, agent j (whose
effort is observable by i) has done so as well. A substantial increase to agent i’s rewards may induce this agent to exert effort
as a dominant strategy (regardless of what agent j is doing). This in turn eliminates the implicit threat that was present in
the outset and induces agent j to shirk even though his promised reward increased as well.
Simple as it may seem, it is not clear whether the argument for incentive reversal is empirically sound for at least two
reasons: cognitive limitations and other-regarding preferences. We tend to think about monetary rewards and motivation as
moving in the same direction. Thus, when the rewards of all agents in a team are increased, they may respond “heuristically”
with high effort to the increase in their own reward, without considering the strategic implications of the increase in their
peers’ rewards. Such heuristic responses might be facilitated if individuals are not able, or expect others not to be able, to
follow the backward induction reasoning underlying incentive reversal.2
Even if cognitive limitations do not apply, other-regarding preferences (and in particular the presence of reciprocity)
may eliminate incentive reversal. If an individual who detects the shirking of his peer is inclined to retaliate by shirking as
well, regardless of the monetary incentives, the observed individual (anticipating reciprocal behavior) would be reluctant
to shirk. In this event, incentive reversal will be washed out.3
Given the above considerations, whether incentive reversal in teams actually occurs or not ultimately remains an empirical question. Moreover, theoretical predictions strongly rely on having sufﬁciently precise knowledge about the shape of the
production technology, the move structure and information set of each agent, as well as the potential rewards and individuals’ costs of exerting effort. We conducted two separate experiments that allowed a sufﬁcient degree of control over these
factors to clearly test for incentive reversals. Both experiments involve teams of agents who work on a joint team project.
Agents decide on their individual effort level (with effort being costly) and are paid as a function of the team’s joint effort.
In both experiments we look at situations that are susceptible to incentive reversal. Keeping the environment (in particular
the production technology) ﬁxed, we explore how subjects behave under high, respectively under low rewards.
The two experiments differ in several respects, allowing us to establish the behavioral validity of the incentive reversal
phenomenon across speciﬁc features of the decision environment. The ﬁrst experiment implemented a two-agent game in
a laboratory setting using a labor framing. Subjects in this experiment were provided with the explicit payoff structure of
the game and second movers made their decisions after observing the decisions of ﬁrst movers. The level of incentives was
manipulated within subjects between rounds by setting different reward levels, as in Winter (2009). The second experiment
implemented a three-agent game in a classroom environment. The game was presented as a money game, the payoff
structure of which was not explicitly provided, but could be extrapolated from the basic rules. All decisions were collected
simultaneously, with second- and third-mover strategies conditional on previous movers’ decisions. The incentive level
manipulation was implemented by varying the costs of effort, rather than the rewards, in a between-subjects design. Put
together, the two experiments provide a robust test for the existence of incentive reversal.
In order to be able to ascertain that any observed incentive reversal effect is indeed driven by the hypothesized mechanism,
we take two complementary approaches. In the ﬁrst experiment, we add two control treatments that correspond to the
experimental treatments in all but one aspect: the subjects choose their actions simultaneously rather than sequentially.
Thus, while we retain the payoff structure, the strategic structure which gives rise to incentive reversal in the sequential
games is eliminated in the simultaneous games. In the second experiment, we use a strategy method instead of a directresponse method to obtain counterfactual data. By observing subjects’ decisions in each node of the game tree we can test
for incentive reversal by looking at behavior along and off the theoretical equilibrium path.

2
The experimental literature casts doubts on the ability and propensity of people to follow backward induction (e.g., Binmore et al., 2002; Carpenter,
2003; Harrison and McCabe, 1996). Johnson et al. (2002) found that information gathering strategies of subjects in three-stage bargaining games reﬂect
forward looking reasoning rather than backward induction. Game strategies did not converge to the backward induction prediction even when subjects
knew that they were playing with computerized partners who follow the backward induction path. Bone et al. (2009) provide evidence that people do not
use backward induction even in non-strategic risky situations.
3
The literature on social dilemmas provides ample evidence that people choose reciprocal strategies even when those entail playing strictly dominated
strategies, both within a round with sequential moves and between periods when the game is repeated (e.g., Clark and Sefton, 2001; Falk and Fischbacher,
2002; Fischbacher and Gächter, 2010; Fischbacher et al., 2001; Gächter et al., 2010; Guttman, 1986; Meidinger and Villeval, 2002; Potters et al., 2007;
Varian, 1994). See, however, Glöckner et al. (2011) for an experimental study where an increase in monetary rewards weakens reciprocal reactions and
reduces voluntary cooperation in a social dilemma.
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Our experimental data provide clear evidence that incentive reversal in teams can occur. When the comparative-static
predictions of the theoretical analysis predict incentive reversal, we do observe it. In the ﬁrst experiment, increasing the
second-mover’s rewards has the negative effect of reducing the ﬁrst-mover’s incentive to exert effort as this agent chooses
to free-ride on the second-mover’s effort – but only in sequential games and not in simultaneous games. These behavioral
patterns are indeed observed: the average effort provided by the ﬁrst-movers drops by almost 50% when rewards are
increased under the sequential protocol, whereas the average effort stays constant in the simultaneous protocol. Incentive
reversal is observed in our second experiment as well. The average team output is signiﬁcantly higher under high costs
than under low costs. For example, ﬁrst-movers’ average effort is increased by almost 130% when costs are increased.
Moreover, subjects’ subsequent choices along the equilibrium path are well in line with the predictions from incentive
reversal. Interestingly, this holds true even though we observe reciprocal behavior in both treatments, which underlines the
relative importance of incentive reversal in such an environment.
2. Theoretical framework
The theoretical framework we consider is based on Winter (2009). Winter (2009) analyzed the possibility of incentive
reversal in a general theoretical framework. He showed that when the production technology has positive externalities
among peers and agents choose sequentially the amount of effort that they exert on their individual tasks, the set of agents
who exert effort in (subgame-perfect) equilibrium may decrease if the principal increases the agents’ rewards. This effect
is purely driven by monetary incentives, and is not caused by other behavioral considerations or income effects. Winter’s
framework uses a stochastic technology function whereby the probability of success of a given project increases in the total
amount of agents’ effort. Here we provide an illustration of the main intuition behind incentive reversal with a deterministic
technology that is also employed in our experimental design.4
As an example, let us analyze a team of two agents working on a joint project. The agents choose whether to exert effort
or shirk, with effort being costly. We denote this decision by ei , with ei = 1 when agent i exerts effort and ei = 0 when he
shirks. Agents move sequentially and information is perfect. Agent i’s payoff function is given by
Ui (ei , ej ) = ri P(ei + ej ) − ei Ci ,

(1)

where ri is the reward that agent i receives per unit produced, P denotes the amount of units produced as a function of total
effort exerted, and Ci is agent i’s positive cost of exerting effort. We assume that the production function P is strictly convex
on the sum of efforts, i.e., the effort of one agent increases the marginal productivity of the other agent. For the two-agent
case being examined this implies
P(2) − P(1) > P(1) − P(0);

(2)

that is, the technology has complementarities across agents’ efforts. Thus, an agent’s effort creates positive externalities on
the other agent’s productivity.
For the purposes of this example, let us consider one of the sets of parameters that we use in our ﬁrst experiment. Suppose
that the production function is given by P(2) = 100, P(1) = 70 and P(0) = 50, and that effort costs are C1 = C2 = 1000. The rewards
per unit produced are r1 = 28 for the ﬁrst mover and r2 = 43 for the second mover. For these parameters, there exists a unique
Subgame-Perfect Equilibrium where on the equilibrium path both agents choose to exert effort. Thus, total effort exerted
equals 2.
Suppose now that the principal increases both agents’ rewards such that r1 = 31 and r2 = 60, with the remaining parameters
(costs- and production-function) unchanged. Under these new (higher) rewards, exerting effort becomes a dominant strategy
for agent 2. Agent 1 realizes this and chooses to shirk in equilibrium. Therefore, the increase in rewards for the two agents
causes a decrease in total effort (see also the equilibrium prediction in Table 1).
Intuitively, under the scheme with low rewards, agent 1 has to exert effort to motivate agent 2 to exert effort as well
(because agent 1’s effort increases agent 2’s marginal productivity). With high rewards, agent 2 is willing to exert effort
regardless of agent 1’s strategy. This allows agent 1 to free-ride on agent 2’s effort while saving his own effort cost. Consequently, shirking becomes agent 1’s equilibrium strategy under the new incentive scheme. In addition to the particular
properties of the production technology,5 information about the effort exerted by peers plays a crucial role for incentive
reversal to occur (and we are going to use this as a treatment variation in our ﬁrst experiment to clearly identify the effect of
incentive reversal in our data). When agent 2 is uninformed of the strategic choice of agent 1, the sequential game described
above turns into a simultaneous game from an informational point of view. When rewards are low, both agents shirk in the
unique Nash equilibrium of the game. By contrast, when rewards are high, agent 1 shirks whereas agent 2 exerts effort, the
same equilibrium strategies of the sequential game. Therefore, while an increase in rewards causes a decrease of total effort
in the sequential game, it causes an increase of total effort in the simultaneous game.

4
Our experimental design replaces the probabilistic setup with a deterministic one to abstract from the possibility that agents’ risk attitudes may affect
their choices. A similar approach is used, for example, in Goerg et al. (2010) and Steiger and Zultan (2011).
5
See Winter (2010) for an analysis of efﬁcient rewards schemes for different production technologies and information structures.
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Table 1
Parameters for Experiment 1.
Set of parameters
I

II

III

Total effort = 0
Total effort = 1
Total effort = 2

Units produced P(e1 + e2 )
30
60
100

70
80
100

50
70
100

Agent 1
Agent 2

Cost of effort Ci
2500
1100

1000
400

1000
1000

Rewards per unit produced ri
Low rewards treatment
Agent 1
Agent 2

48
31

35
35

28
43

High rewards treatment
Agent 1
Agent 2

49
51

40
45

31
60

Sequential & Low rewards
Sequential & High rewards
Simultaneous & Low rewards
Simultaneous & High rewards

Equilibrium predictions (e1 , e2 )
(1,1)
(0,1)
(0,0)
(0,1)

(1,1)
(0,1)
(0,0)
(0,1)

(1,1)
(0,1)
(0,0)
(0,1)

Note: Over the six rounds, subjects played the three different parameter sets (I, II and III) and two different reward schemes (Low, High) in the following
order: I – Low, II – High, III – Low, I – High, II – Low, III – High.

3. Experiment 1
This section presents the results of the ﬁrst set of tests in a controlled lab environment that potentially allows for incentive
reversal to occur.
3.1. Experimental design and procedure
The underlying game of the ﬁrst experiment was essentially the one described in the previous section. Each of two agents
in a team makes an effort decision ei . The payoff is determined according to Eq. (1), based on the individual reward factor ri ,
the individual cost of effort Ci , and the production function P. Parameters used in the experiment included three different
combinations of cost and production function and two reward levels for each such parameter set, such that the individual
reward in the high rewards is higher than that in the low rewards for each of the agents.
We chose the parameters such that the two reward levels lead to incentive reversal under a sequential protocol, in which
the second agent is informed of the decision of the ﬁrst agent before deciding whether to exert effort. That is, in the SubgamePerfect Equilibrium of the game both agents exert effort under low rewards, but only the second mover exerts effort under
high rewards. In the control simultaneous-move treatment, all parameters are kept as in the sequential treatment, with
the difference that the two agents decide simultaneously. In total, our 2 (protocols) × 3 (parameter sets) × 2 (reward levels)
design induces 12 different games. Table 1 summarizes the experimental design and the equilibrium predictions.
Different groups of subjects played under the sequential and under the simultaneous protocol. The parameter set and
reward level were varied within subjects, so that, for each protocol, subjects played under each of the six games deﬁned by
the three parameter sets and two reward levels in six consecutive rounds. The procedure was similar in all treatments. At
the beginning of each session, subjects were randomly assigned to a role as either agent 1 (ﬁrst mover) or agent 2 (second
mover). Roles remained ﬁxed throughout the entire session. Each session consisted of six independent rounds. Subjects
were re-matched in a stranger design, i.e., in each round with a randomly selected subject in the opposing role, to address
potential drawbacks of reputation building. Additionally, no feedback was provided between rounds. This also kept the
decisions of the ﬁrst movers in the session strictly independent.6 At the beginning of each round, all subjects observed the
relevant parameters for that particular round. The sequential protocol presented the parameters in the form of a game tree
whereas the simultaneous protocol presented the parameters using a matrix.7 Although there might be order effects in the
data, this should not affect our results as the order is the same in all treatments and the data is averaged over different
rounds for each subject.

6
There is, of course, dependence between the decisions of the second movers in the sequential protocol sessions, as they receive information within the
round by observing the corresponding ﬁrst-mover’s choice.
7
The corresponding game trees and matrices are available in the online appendix.
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Low reward
High reward

1

2

Mean proportion of high effort choices

1.00

.80

.60

.40

.20

.00

0.537

0.241

Sequential

0.167

0.167

Simultaneous

0.611

0.759

Sequential

0.667

0.722

Simultaneous

Fig. 1. Experiment 1 – Effort decisions. Note: Bars represent 95% conﬁdence intervals based on 18 and 12 subjects each in the role of agent 1 (left panel)
and agent 2 (right panel) in the sequential and simultaneous treatments, respectively.

The use of different parameter sets allows us to generalize our results beyond a particular speciﬁcation. Moreover, the
design allows us to examine the behavior of the same subject as the reward scheme changes between low and high rewards,
keeping the individuals’ characteristics ﬁxed and abstracting from the speciﬁc parameters used in different rounds. The
computerized sessions were conducted at the RatioLab – The Center for Rationality and Interactive Decision Theory at
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem. We recruited 60 students from various academic backgrounds out of the RatioLab
subject pool, which consisted of approximately 3000 subjects at the time. Thirty-six subjects participated in 3 sessions
in the sequential treatments, and 24 subjects participated in 2 sessions in the simultaneous treatments. In each session,
twelve subjects were admitted into the lab and received written instructions, which were then read out aloud by the
experimenter.8 Throughout the experiment we ensured anonymity and effectively isolated each subject in a cubicle to
minimize any interpersonal inﬂuence. Communication among subjects was not allowed throughout the session. Each subject
received a base payment of 300 experimental points at the beginning of each round (80 experimental points equal NIS 1).
Subjects’ subsequent earnings were determined by their payoffs of a randomly selected round. Average earnings were equal
to NIS 63.9 Each session lasted about 45 min.
3.2. Results
To test for incentive reversal, we ﬁrst compute for each subject the number of times he chooses to exert effort under high,
respectively under low rewards. Fig. 1 depicts the average propensity of the subjects to exert effort (with 95% conﬁdence
intervals based on individuals as independent observations), separately for each treatment.
Since the incentive reversal predicted by theory hinges on the decisions of agent 1, let us ﬁrst focus on the behavior of
subjects in the role of agent 1 (depicted in the left panel of Fig. 1). The results show that rewards do not affect the effort
exerted by these subjects in the simultaneous protocol. The subjects’ mean effort level (0.167) is identical under both reward
schemes. By contrast, the reward structure does affect subjects’ behavior in the sequential protocol. Here, we observe that
ﬁrst-movers are signiﬁcantly more likely to exert effort in rounds with low rewards compared to rounds with high rewards
(mean of 53.7% versus 24.1% across the different parameter sets; Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed Ranks test, Z = 2.713,
p < 0.01, two-sided, based on individual averages). This also holds true if we look at each parameter set separately. The effect
is not only qualitatively signiﬁcant. It is also quantitatively important as agent 1’s effort more than doubles when rewards

8
The instructions included an example with a parameter set different from the ones used in the actual experiment. An English translation of the
instructions is available in the online appendix. The original instructions in Hebrew are available from the authors upon request.
9
This is more than three times the hourly minimum wage in Israel, which was slightly below NIS 20 at the time we ran the experiment. Therefore, the
amounts involved in the experiment are signiﬁcant amounts considering the time the subjects devoted to the experiment. The current exchange rate is
slightly above NIS 3.5 per U.S. dollar.
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Table 2
Logit regression on ﬁrst mover choice.

Constant
Low reward
Simultaneous protocol
Low reward × Simultaneous protocol

Coefﬁcient

Robust standard error

p-Value

−1.15
1.30
−0.46
−1.30

0.41
0.41
0.61
0.50

0.005
0.002
0.450
0.010

Note: Robust standard errors clustered on subjects. N = 180, prob > 2 = 0.0006.
Table 3
Marginal effects of increasing rewards on second mover and team outcomes.
Treatment

(1)
Second mover efforta

(2)
Team productionb

(3)
Team salaryb

(4)
Team payoffb

Sequential

14.8% **
(7.4%)

−6.67***
(2.52)

824***
(233)

1225***
(88)

Simultaneous

5.6%
(4.4%)

2.22*
(1.33)

1436***
(64)

1480***
(7)

N

180

180

180

180

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered on matching groups (sessions) in parentheses.
a
Logit regression.
b
OLS regression.
*
Signiﬁcance at 0.1.
**
Signiﬁcance at 0.05.
***
Signiﬁcance at 0.01.

are low. Table 2 uses a regression analysis to support these conclusions. In particular, Table 2 shows that increasing rewards
causes a signiﬁcant decrease in ﬁrst mover effort, only in the sequential treatment. These conclusions are summarized in
Result 1.
Result 1. In accordance with incentive reversal, (i) the increase in rewards leads to a reduction in effort of agent 1 under the
sequential protocol; and (ii) the increase in rewards does not lead to a reduction in effort of agent 1 under the simultaneous
protocol.
Let us now turn to the behavior of subjects in the role of agent 2. A large majority of these subjects exerts effort. The
mean effort level ranges from 0.611 (in the sequential protocol with low rewards) to 0.759 (in the sequential protocol with
high rewards). Effort levels are higher in the high reward rounds, though the difference is only statistically signiﬁcant in the
sequential-protocol treatments (see Column (1) in Table 3).10
We conjecture that this difference is caused by the fact that exerting effort is a dominant strategy for agent 2 when
rewards are high, but it is only a best response to agent 1’s exerting effort when rewards are low. This leads agent 2 to
occasionally shirk under low rewards, namely if he observes agent 1 shirking. Indeed, we ﬁnd that agent 2’s behavior is
contingent on agent 1’s behavior in the low reward rounds. The proportion of decisions to exert effort is 0.86 if agent 1
exerted effort compared to 0.32 if agent 1 shirked. A similar tendency is apparent in the high reward rounds, however this
is much weaker with proportions of decisions to exert effort of 0.92 and 0.71 following effort exertion and shirking by agent
1, respectively.
Although most subjects in the role of agent 2 choose to exert effort, we also observe some instances where they shirk. In
particular in the sequential protocol, this might be interpreted as an indication of reciprocity. Under low rewards, secondmovers choose to shirk when they observe the ﬁrst-mover shirking in 68% of the cases (17/25). Yet, this behavior cannot
be clearly attributed to reciprocal preferences, because strategies of payoff-maximization and reciprocity coincide here.
The second-movers’ best response is to shirk whenever the ﬁrst mover shirks under low rewards. However, shirking in
response to shirking is also observed under high rewards, even though it is not agent 2’s payoff-maximizing response in this
treatment. In these instances, which account for approximately 29% (12/41) of the cases in which the second mover shirks,
second-movers behavior does reveal clear signs of reciprocity.
To test the effect of ﬁrst mover decisions on second mover decisions, we ran a logit regression with second mover choices
as the dependent variable and ﬁrst mover choice and reward level as dependent variable. To control for the dependencies
within matching groups we applied robust standard errors clustered on sessions (that is, matching groups). The results are
presented in Table 4 and summarized in the following result.

10
Note that high effort levels in the simultaneous/low rewards treatment are not part of the equilibrium prediction that both agents shirk. Possibly,
participants were willing to risk a small loss in trying to cooperate on reaching the efﬁcient all-work outcome, which Pareto dominates the all-shirk
equilibrium outcome.
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Table 4
Marginal effect of ﬁrst mover’s effort on second mover’s effort.
Treatment

Marginal effect

Robust standard error

Low rewards
High rewards

54.2%
21.6%

8.1%
6.5%

95% CI
Low

High

38.4%
8.9%

70.0%
34.3%

Note: Logit regression with standard errors clustered on matching groups (sessions). N = 108.

Result 2. When rewards are low, second movers reciprocate the actions of ﬁrst movers. This tendency is less pronounced
when rewards are high and exerting effort is dominant for second movers. In these cases, some second movers reciprocate
shirking with shirking, but most second movers exert effort.
Given that second movers do not reciprocate perfectly with low rewards and reciprocate to some degree with high
rewards, it is interesting to verify whether incentive reversal, i.e., reducing effort in response to an increase in rewards, is
indeed optimal for ﬁrst movers. It turns out that this is not the case. If we calculate ﬁrst-movers’ expected payoffs based
on second-movers’ actual effort choices (instead of the theoretically predicted), we see that in all three parameter sets, the
payoff-maximizing action for ﬁrst movers would have been the same in both reward levels – which implies that incentive
reversal is not optimal given second-movers’ actual behavior.
We proceed now to analyze the effects of increasing the rewards on the team level. The observed incentive reversal has
interesting implications on total production, especially if we keep in mind that the production function is convex. Table 5
depicts the distribution of total team effort, the average amount of units produced by the teams and the teams’ average
payoffs.
Let us ﬁrst focus on the sequential treatments. The table shows that, when rewards are low, subjects are more likely
to coordinate on an extreme level of effort, whereby total team effort equals 2 or 0. In the low rewards treatment, teams
exert the maximum level of effort over 45% of the time (25/54 instances). On the contrary, in the treatment with high
rewards incentive reversal occurs. We observe that a total team effort of one is the most frequent outcome. A multinomial
logistic regression with robust standard errors clustered on sessions with protocol and reward level as independent variables
conﬁrms that, in the sequential treatments, increasing the rewards leads to a higher probability of exactly one agent in a
team exerting effort (z = 5.69, p < 0.001) and a lower probability of both agents exerting effort (z = −3.27, p < 0.001). The effect
of rewards on the probability of both agents shirking is not signiﬁcant (z = −1.26, p = 0.209), as are the differences between
the simultaneous treatments (p > 0.500 for all three possible outcomes).
The difference in the level of team effort induced by the reward scheme is ampliﬁed by the convex production technology
necessary for incentive reversal to occur. As a consequence of these two effects, the mean number of units produced by a
team when rewards are low is 79.3 compared to a mean production of 72.6 units when rewards are high. This difference is
signiﬁcant (p = 0.008, see Column (2) in Table 3). This important difference in units produced is not reﬂected in the costs of
production faced by the principal. A team’s average pay equals 5037 (NIS 75.6) when rewards are low and 6263 (NIS 88.9)
when rewards are high (p < 0.001, see Column (3) in Table 3). That is, when rewards are high, even though the principal
pays more money overall, she receives a lower amount of units produced. Agents, on the contrary, are better off in the high
rewards treatment – in addition to receiving higher rewards they also save the costs of exerting effort (p < 0.001, see Column
(4) in Table 3).
Result 3. As a consequence of the observed incentive reversal under the sequential protocol, average production output
and principals’ payoff are reduced.
Table 5
Experiment 1 – distribution of effort and total units produced.
Treatment
Sequential
Low rewards

Simultaneous
High rewards

Low rewards

High rewards

Amount of team’s total effort
0
1
2

17
12
25

12
30
12

10
22
4

10
20
6

Total

54

54

36

36

79.3
6400
5037

72.6
7224
6263

67.5
5517
4689

69.7
6953
6170

Average number of team’s units produced
Average team’s salary paid by principal
Average team’s payoff

Notes: Average team’s payoffs include the costs the subjects incurred while choosing to exert effort. The average team’s salary paid by the principal only
takes into account the number of units produced and the rewards promised for each unit produced, in addition to the base payment of 300 points.
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The right panel of Table 5 presents summary statistics for the simultaneous treatment. The results in the table show that
the effect of increasing rewards on effort and production is marginal. If anything, it seems that higher rewards induce higher
effort, but, as noted above, the difference in the distribution of total effort is far from being signiﬁcant and the difference in
production is only signiﬁcant at the 10% level (Column (2) in Table 3).
Summarizing, the results of Experiment 1 provide clear evidence in support of incentive reversal. Increasing agent 2’s
rewards has the negative effect of reducing agent 1’s incentive to exert effort as this agent chooses to free-ride on agent 2’s
effort. This behavior is prominent in sequential games but not in simultaneous games – which suggests that the incentive
reversal effect can be attributed to the process described in Winter (2010). In particular it rules out considerations of
inequality aversion as a potential explanation, because for a given parameter set the payoff consequences are the same
between the simultaneous and the sequential protocol.
4. Experiment 2
Experiment 1 provided clear evidence in support for incentive reversal. To complement and check for the robustness of
these ﬁndings, we ran an additional experiment which again featured a sequential team production problem. In addition
to exploring additional design speciﬁcation as a robustness check, Experiment 2 made the backward induction process
more strenuous compared to Experiment 1, as it involved teams of three agents and subjects were not given a graphical
representation of the game, but had to extrapolate it from the instructions (if they desired to do so).
The experiment was conducted in a classroom environment. It was known that all subjects were from the same class and
were likely to know each other, however the identities of the speciﬁc team members were kept unknown. The decision was
one-shot, using the strategy method over roles and histories to provide counterfactual data, allowing us to carry out a direct
and clean within-subject analysis of reciprocal attitudes.
Treatment manipulations were between subject groups, i.e., between classrooms. Between treatments, the reward
schemes and the production function were kept constant but effort costs were changed (in contrast to Experiment 1, where
effort costs were ﬁxed but rewards were manipulated). Incentive reversal is thus manifested in higher efforts when the
costs change from low to high. The game was framed as a simple monetary game, for which the rules were provided in the
instructions.
4.1. Experimental design and procedure
The experimental game involves teams of n = 3 interacting agents. Each team receives an initial team endowment E of NIS
30 (approximately $8). Agents move sequentially. Conditional on the decision(s) of the predecessors, each agent i individually
decides whether to exert effort (ei = 1) or shirk (ei = 0). Shirking is costless, while exerting effort entails an individual ﬁxed
cost ci , which differs across agents and treatments. The team’s endowment is doubled for each agent who chooses to exert
effort. Note that this is a convex technology, which implies that it has complementarity on agents’ efforts. The resulting ﬁnal
endowment is equally divided between all the team members at the end of the experiment. Hence, an agent’s ﬁnal payoff
is given by11 :
i =

E K
· 2 − ci ei
n

(3)

n

with K =
e denoting the sum of effort provided by all team members.
k=1 k
Depending on the cost structure (low or high), the production technology may lead to incentive reversal. This factor
is varied between treatments. The costs schemes we used were cL = (55, 50, 5) and cH = (60, 55, 25). Since agents move
sequentially, when effort costs are high (cH ) each agent should exert effort (i.e., double the team’s endowment) if, and only
if, she observes all previous movers exerting effort. In the unique SPE of the game all agents choose to exert effort in the highcosts treatment. Conversely, when effort costs are low (cL ), it is a dominant strategy for the last mover to exert effort. Solving
the game using backward induction, the ﬁrst two movers then choose ei = 0 along the equilibrium path. Thus, incentive
reversal occurs: a reduction in costs (which implies that agents’ potential payoffs are increased) leads to a reduction in
overall efforts. Table 6 summarizes the treatment parameters and the treatments’ equilibrium predictions.
The subjects that participated in this experiment were undergraduate students at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. All
subjects participated on the same day, with each group playing only a single treatment. None of the subjects had participated
in our ﬁrst experiment. The experimenter entered the classroom at the end of the exercise lesson, and offered the students
to participate in a short experiment, to which most of the students responded positively (78 out of approximately 90). Once
only those students who volunteered to participate in the experiment remained in the classroom, the instructions were
handed and read out aloud. Instructions were framed neutrally, avoiding loaded terms (e.g., we spoke of “doubling the
team’s endowment” rather than of exerting effort or shirking). Subjects then had to answer control questions in order to

11
Negative payoffs were ignored, so that if for an agent who chose to exert effort the costs were higher than his ﬁnal share of the endowment, we set his
ﬁnal payoffs equal to zero. Subjects knew this feature of the game in advance. Importantly, the restriction that ﬁnal payoffs are non-negative does not alter
the equilibrium of the game.
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Table 6
Experiment 2 – treatments and equilibrium predictions.
Costs of exerting effort for. . .
. . .Agent 1 (c1 )
. . .Agent 2 (c2 )
. . .Agent 3 (c3 )
Equilibrium strategies (e1 , e2 , e3 )
Equilibrium payoffs (1 , 2 , 3 )

Low costs

High costs

55
50
5

60
55
25

(0,0,1)
(20,20,15)

(1,1,1)
(20,25,55)

Table 7
Experiment 2 – description of subjects’ chosen strategies.
Low costs
38

Number of subjects:
Percent of agents 1

e1 = 1
23.7

Percent of agents 2
Percent of agents 3

e1 = 0
76.3

e2 = 1
73.7
e3 = 1
100.0

e2 = 0
26.3
e3 = 0
0.0

e3 = 1
97.4

e2 = 1
10.5
e3 = 0
2.6

e3 = 0
2.6

e3 = 1
89.5

e3 = 0
10.5

High costs
37

Number of subjects:
Percent of agents 1

e1 = 1
54.1

Percent of agents 2
Percent of agents 3

e3 = 1
97.4

e2 = 0
89.5

e1 = 0
45.9

e2 = 1
81.1
e3 = 1
94.6

e2 = 0
18.9
e3 = 0
5.4

e3 = 1
24.3

e2 = 1
13.5
e3 = 0
75.7

e3 = 1
27.0

e2 = 0
86.5
e3 = 0
73.0

e3 = 1
2.7

e3 = 0
97.3

ensure understanding of the instructions.12 Afterwards, subjects marked their choices on the designated form. We used the
strategy method (Selten, 1967), so that each subject decided for each information set (history) of each role (ﬁrst, second, and
third mover), making seven decisions in total. Once all forms were collected, the payoffs were calculated in the following
way: The subjects in each treatment were randomly assigned to teams of three subjects, and randomly assigned roles within
each team. The decisions corresponding to the assigned role and previous movers’ decisions determined the team members’
payoffs. The subjects did not receive any feedback regarding the identity or decisions of their team members. Payments were
made in private and subjects were identiﬁed by the last four digits of their ID number, which they wrote on the decision
sheet. The average payoff was NIS 24 (approximately $6.5).

4.2. Results
Table 7 presents all the subjects’ decisions contingent on the previous choices of the other subjects, as obtained from the
strategy method.
Let us ﬁrst focus on the behavior along the equilibrium paths. According to the theoretical prediction of incentive reversal,
fewer ﬁrst movers should exert effort under low costs than under high costs. In support of this prediction, we observe that
the proportion of subjects who exert effort as ﬁrst movers when costs are high is signiﬁcantly higher than the proportion
of subjects who do so when costs are low (54.1% versus 23.7%; 2 = 7.291, p = 0.07, two-sided). Given that the ﬁrst mover
shirks under low costs, also the second mover should do so, which is true for 89.5% of all corresponding decisions that we
observe. Analogously, under high costs the second mover should provide effort along the equilibrium path if he observes
the ﬁrst mover exerting effort as well. We observe this behavior in 81.1% of all corresponding cases. Finally, also the choices
of the third-movers along the equilibrium path are well in line with the predictions from incentive reversal: 89.5% (94.6%)
exert effort under low (high) costs.
The increased efﬁciency when costs are higher is also evident when we consider the resulting productivity. Since data
were collected using the strategy method, we do not look at the actual realization (which would be arbitrary) but rather

12
An English translation of the instructions is available in the online appendix. The original instructions in Hebrew are available from the authors upon
request. Out of the 78 subjects, 3 students failed to answer correctly the control questionnaire. We removed from the analysis below these students’
answers, although their inclusion would not qualitatively change any of the results.
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Table 8
Experiment 2 – expected distribution of the sum of team effort, costs, and payoffs.
Percent of teams with a team effort of. . .
... K=0
... K=1
... K=2
... K=3

Low costs
.072
.615
.139
.175

Expected team effort
Expected team cost (NIS)
Expected team production (NIS)
Expected team payoff (NIS)

1.42
30.4
97.6
67.2

High costs
.386
.133
.065
.415
1.51
83.1
127.0
43.9

Notes: The ex post probabilities reported in the table reﬂect the proportions of effort choices weighted by the corresponding observed distribution of
previous movers’ decisions. For example, K = 0 is only possible if all agents in the team shirk (i.e., along the branches on the far right of the game trees
in Table 7). Under low costs, the percentage of agents 1 (2, 3) shirking at these nodes is 0.76 (0.895, 0.105), which leads to the ex post probability of
0.76 · 0.895 · 0.105 = 0.072 reported here. Expected team effort is then given by summing up the products of potential team efforts and corresponding ex
post probabilities. Expected team payoff is given by the difference between expected team production and team costs, which are both calculated analogously
to the expected team effort.

at the expected realizations, i.e., the decisions weighted by the corresponding observed distribution of previous movers’
decisions.13
Table 8 reports the expected number of subjects choosing to exert effort, as well as the expected costs and productivity
for each treatment.
Similarly to the results in the sequential protocol of Experiment 1, we observe that with high costs subjects are more
likely to coordinate on an extreme strategy whereby the number of subjects exerting effort is either 0 or 3. In particular, in
this treatment the most frequent outcome is for all of the team’s subjects to exert effort (chosen over 41% of the time). On
the contrary, low costs lead to incentive reversal, because most of the times only one agent exerts effort while the other two
shirk (61.5% of the time).
The convex technology of production ampliﬁes the difference in teams’ total effort levels between high and low costs
treatments when we look at the expected teams’ costs and productivity. Team productivity is considerably higher for the
high costs treatment (NIS 127) compared to the low costs treatment (NIS 97.6). That is, a decrease in the associated costs of
production causes a substantial decrease in units produced. As a result, the principal receives less output.
Result 4. In accordance with incentive reversal, reducing the effort costs leads to lower efforts and consequently to a lower
production output.
A game with three agents provides more situations in which reciprocity does not coincide with monetary rewards.14
Furthermore, using the strategy method enables us to easily study those situations and identify reciprocal strategies more
clearly. In fact, at those decision nodes where reciprocal and money-maximizing actions diverge, we observe that some
subjects show a tendency to reciprocate the decisions of the previous mover(s). For example, under high costs the last
movers frequently exert effort when they see that at least one of the previous movers exerted effort as well (24.3% when
the ﬁrst mover exerted effort but the second one did not, and 27% when the second mover exerted effort but the ﬁrst one
did not). Another example would be that under low costs, 10.5% of the third movers shirk if both previous movers shirked
as well. The case where the reciprocal effect is most pronounced is under low costs when the ﬁrst mover exerted effort.
In that case, 73.7% of the second movers choose to exert effort rather than to maximize their monetary payoff by shirking.
Interestingly, however, the same subjects who would reciprocate as second or third movers do not anticipate this behavior
from their partners when deciding as ﬁrst movers; hence the overall low cooperation and productivity when costs are low,
and the perseverance of the incentive reversal effect.
Result 5.

Incentive reversal occurs despite the unequivocal evidence for reciprocal reactions of late movers.

Taken together, the results of Experiment 2 corroborate and expand those of Experiment 1. We ﬁnd some evidence for
reciprocal behavior in the second experiment. Nevertheless, incentive reversal occurs even in this strong social context of
small natural groups. Since one might argue that small natural groups are more representative of actual work environments,
it further underlines the strength and relevance of incentive reversal. That is, a global increase of salaries may lead agents at
the beginning of the production process to free ride on the effort of agents choosing their strategies at the end of the process.

13
For example, in Table 7 we see that under low costs, 23.7% of agent 1 decide to exert effort, and 73.7% of agent 2 state that they want to exert effort if
agent 1 does, and 100% of agent 3 would want to exert effort if both the previous agents exerted effort. Therefore, the expected frequency for the case that
all three agents in a team exert effort is given by 0.237 · 0.737 · 1 ≈0.175; as it is displayed in the corresponding cell in Table 8 (ﬁrst column, fourth row).
All the other values in Table 8 are derived analogously.
14
For example, the two-agent case does not allow to disentangle positive reciprocity from money-maximizing behavior. In Experiment 1, agent 2 always
maximizes his monetary payoff when he exerts effort after observing agent 1 exerting effort. This no longer holds when there is a third agent.
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5. Conclusion
In this paper we report on two experiments designed to directly test for incentive reversal – the seemingly paradoxical
inverse relationship between monetary rewards and incentives. Our results provide strong support for the emergence of
incentive reversal. In particular, we observe in both experiments that when rewards increase (or costs decrease), late movers
become less responsive to the observed history. Under these circumstances, early movers seem to anticipate that late movers
will always exert effort. As a consequence, ﬁrst movers shirk and free ride on the effort of late movers.
Although our lab experiments establish the empirical validity of incentive reversal, they abstract from features that are
potentially important for team environments in the ﬁeld, but are outside the scope of the theoretical model in Winter
(2009). Most importantly, we did not allow for learning and reputation building, which come with repeated interactions. Our experimental results on reciprocal behavior suggest that incentive reversal depends on one-shot interactions
and might not persist in a stable environment that allows for repeated interactions and concerns about reputations. In
Experiment 1, we ﬁnd that the optimal actions of ﬁrst movers given the observed choices made by second movers do
not entail incentive reversal. With repetition, ﬁrst movers would be able to adapt to the behavior of second movers, thus
eliminating incentive reversal. In particular, second movers in the high rewards treatment were willing to forgo part of
their payoff in order to punish shirking by ﬁrst movers. This behavior is likely to be strengthened if it can serve to build a
‘tough’ reputation, leading to high efforts by ﬁrst movers regardless of the reward level. In Experiment 2, a similar pattern
emerges. The fact that participants who choose reciprocal strategies as late movers do not anticipate reciprocity from others
when deciding as ﬁrst movers suggests that, with learning, behavior could converge to high effort choices even with low
costs.
Our ﬁndings complement the existing literature studying the impact of monetary rewards on individuals’ behavior. There
is substantial evidence based on laboratory and ﬁeld experiments showing that individuals’ willingness to exert effort may
not monotonically increase with monetary rewards. For example, parents’ late pickup at daycare centers turns more severe
after imposing a ﬁne on late arrival, and scouts’ performance in door-to-door collection of donations deteriorates when
these children are offered to keep a share of the raised donations for themselves (Gneezy and Rustichini, 2000a,b). Similarly,
opting to ﬁne untrustworthy behavior actually increases such behavior (Fehr and List, 2004; Houser et al., 2008). These
results, however, build on the behavioral dissonance between intrinsic and extrinsic motivations (see also Bowles, 2008,
2009 for brief overviews or Frey and Jegen, 2001 for a comprehensive survey of empirical evidence for motivation crowdingout). Whereas in the articles above it is the absence of money-maximizing individuals that causes incentives to ‘backﬁre’, the
incentive reversal phenomenon described in our paper is due to the presence of rational, self-centered, money-maximizing
individuals. Another difference is that the crowding-out literature highlights the potential adverse effects of small monetary
rewards, which crowd out intrinsic motivation but are not large enough to substitute for it. The phenomenon studied here,
in comparison, emerges when potential rewards are large enough to eliminate the role of actions taken by previous movers.
Along these lines, there exist also some closely related studies that analyze dysfunctional behavioral responses without
relying on the discrepancy between intrinsic and extrinsic rewards. For example, Camerer et al. (1997) ﬁnd a negative
elasticity of New York City cabdrivers’ number of working hours with respect to realized earnings per hour. They argue that
this is due to income effects, i.e., drivers having daily income targets (but see also Farber, 2008; Crawford and Meng, 2011).
Another example would be Fehr and Schmidt (2004), who demonstrate that in an environment with multidimensional effort
where only one effort dimension is contractible, piece-rate contracts are outperformed by ﬁxed-wage contracts. In contrast
to our work, these studies usually focus on individual decision problems rather than on team relationships. Moreover, they
put forward different reasons for the occurrence of incentive reversal.
In essence, incentive reversal in teams is a manifestation of second (or higher) degree incentives. It follows a long tradition
in game theory by highlighting the fact that individuals respond not only to direct incentives but also take into account the
incentives of others with whom they interact. As such, potential implications of incentive reversal go beyond the workplace
and the labor market. It applies to a variety of team environments and suggests that increasing all team members’ stakes
in the success of the joint activity may (though not necessarily shall) be counter effective. Political campaigns, commercial
ventures, fundraising, joint decisions of committees and allocation in public–private partnerships (Athias and Soubeyran,
2013) are all relevant environments in which incentive reversal may emerge.
While incentive reversal is a “rational” phenomenon, our ﬁndings also have “behavioral” implications. Substantial experimental and empirical evidence reveals the role of reciprocity in teams (e.g., Ichino and Maggi, 2000; Fehr and Fischbacher,
2003; Falk and Ichino, 2006; Gould and Winter, 2009; Mas and Moretti, 2009). Team members are psychologically reluctant
to exert effort or contribute when they detect shirking by their peers. This reluctance is, in fact, very important for the
functioning of teams, as it generates an implicit threat against shirking. Our ﬁndings about incentive reversal suggest that
high-powered monetary incentives may be counter-effective as they may jeopardize the credibility of this implicit threat.
We believe that the ﬁndings reported here are of interest for theorists and practitioners alike. They show that even the
well intentioned introduction of (additional) rewards may occasionally backﬁre. For example, granting a pay rise to the
workforce or offering job-training opportunities that reduce workers’ effort costs might not always lead to an increase in
performance (with the caveat regarding repeated interactions discussed above). On the contrary, actions that are meant to
motivate workers may actually lead to incentive reversal – resulting in an effort reduction and higher costs to the principal.
While this possibility depends on the exact characteristic of the environment at hand, principals should be aware of it and
take it into account when designing contracts.
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